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Abstract
This paper addresses reliability issues of Android software. Its objective is to
discover which problems often occur in Android applications, and propose a solution
to discover such problems earlier in the development cycle.
First, we analyse Android bug reports recorded in a large-scale bug database
during the course of one year. We use our tool Kayur to extract and preprocess
bug report contents, and then apply unsupervised clustering to group similar issues.
Our method discovers 12 categories of recurring problems, including groups of issues
related to connectivity, phone call handling, and screen locking.
Given that Android software is written in Java, we propose to employ Java
Pathfinder (JPF) framework and its extension modules, which are capable to detect
such issues using formal methods. However, JPF is unavailable on Android platform,
and cannot be applied directly to Android applications due to their differences in
design and execution mechanics. The existing workaround is to execute Android
applications on a desktop machine, and model the Android environment. However,
the verification results obtained using such approach highly depend on quality and
completeness of the model, and issues related to mobile device features, such as
screen locking and call handling, cannot be detected.
To solve these problems, we introduce an alternative approach to verify Android
applications using JPF directly on Android devices and emulators. This is achieved
by converting the core component of JPF, with appropriate changes, to an Android
service, and providing a GUI application to launch and control the verification pro-
cess. As a result, broader class of applications can be verified, and more issues can
be detected, because real Android environment is used instead of its model. We
demonstrate advisability of the proposed approach by detecting basic issues in ex-
ample applications, and describe how the current implementation can be extended
to detect other types of defects.
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概要
本論文では Android ソフトウェアの信頼性について論じる。頻度の高い
Android アプリの問題を特定し、開発工程でそのような問題をより早く発見す
る方法を提案することを目標とする。
まず、大規模なバグデータベースに保管されたバグレポートを分析する。我
々の「Kayur」というツールでレポートの内容を抽出・処理してから、似ている
問題をグループ化するために教師なしクラスタリングを行う。この方法で接続、
通話、画面ロックなど 12 個の問題のカテゴリーが特定される。
Androidのソフトウェアは Javaで開発されているので、我々は Java Pathfinder
(JPF)フレームワークの利用を提案する。一般の Javaプログラムであれば、JPF
とそのモジュールによって上記の問題を形式手法で発見できる。しかし、Android
のアプリの構造と実行過程は一般の Java プログラムと違っており、さらに JPF
は Android 上で動作もできない。既存のアプローチは、Android の環境をモデ
ルして、Android アプリをデスクトップ上で起動する。ただし、このアプローチ
で得た検証結果が非常に環境のモデルに依存し、通話、画面ロックなどのモバ
イルデバイスの機能にかかわる問題を発見できない。
その解決として、我々は代わりに Android アプリを JPF で Android のデバ
イスまたはエミュレータ上で検証するアプローチを提案する。そのために JPF
のコアを変更し、Android のサービスにして、検証プロセスの起動と管理を行え
る UI アプリを提供する。この方法でモデルの代わりに実際の Android の環境
が利用されるため、より広いアプリのクラスが検証の対象になり、より多くの
問題が発見できるようになる。このアプローチの適切さを評価するため、例を
用いた問題の検出を行う。また、現在の実装を元にした他の種類の問題の発見
方法を説明する。
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
The assurance of software reliability is an important objective today, as information
technologies already affect many spheres of human life, and their influence continues
to expand. Achieving high quality of software running on special-purpose servers
and embedded systems was always an important goal, because many of these systems
are used for crucial tasks such as traffic control, financial transactions, or operation
of medical equipment. However, the quality of programs for handheld devices also
raises concern, because they began to store and operate on sensitive data, such as
payment accounts, camera and voice records, drug prescriptions, and, recently, on
authorization tokens for smart houses, smart locks, and other Internet of Things
(IoT) devices.
Among mobile devices, those running Android operating system (OS) are of
particular interest due to several reasons. First, this mobile OS is ubiquitous and
occupies 86.8% of the smartphone market [58]. Second, it is easy to study and
experiment with, because the OS and its core software are open-source. Finally, it
is already widely used in IoT-devices, such as smart TVs, wearables, and cars.
In this paper, we aim to improve the reliability of Android platform by identifying
the most frequent bugs in Android OS and its core programs, and proposing solutions
for some of the identified problems. Aiming only at the most frequent problems not
only allows us to cover many cases, but also may yield useful information for Android
app developers, which they can use to improve the testing phase of the development
process, paying more attention to bug detection in the problematic components.
To identify the most frequent bug types in Android platform, we analyze bug
reports available at Android Issue Tracker [57], a large-scale bug report database
maintained by Google. The database contains reports about misbehavior and errors
in Android OS, its core software (excluding third-party apps), SDK tools, and docu-
mentation. Each bug report contains metadata that describe the occurred problem
by its major component (OS/documentation/etc.), status (new, obsolete, solved),
and priority. Unfortunately, the metadata lack the most valuable information about
the source and origin of occurred problems, which can be inferred only by reading
the text of the report.
We consider a collection of all bug reports submitted to the Android Issue Tracker
during the course of 2014 year, excluding duplicates and irrelevant documents (such
as “feature requests” or reports about typos in the documentation). As the selected
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collection consists of several thousand documents, its manual analysis is inefficient.
To analyze the collection, we thus use a semi-automatic approach that employs a
data mining method called clustering. Because the metadata of bug reports do not
provide necessary details, we apply the clustering directly to the texts of the reports.
We preprocess the texts to remove irrelevant information and increase similarity
between documents, as it greatly affects the quality of the results [1]. Furthermore,
we evaluate clustering algorithms from two data mining workbenches to find the
most appropriate algorithm to cluster bug reports.
To perform algorithm evaluation, we need to preprocess and convert the texts
of bug reports into a collection of datasets in different formats. To simplify this
labor-intensive step, we introduce our tool Kayur. We first designed the tool to
work only with bugs reports; however, seeing that it can be used in a broader scope,
we generalized the tool, so it can now generate datasets from arbitrary data on a
wide range of web resources. We also made Kayur open-source and freely available
online for other researchers.
The clustering algorithm evaluation is performed on a different set of Android
bug reports obtained from National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [61]. Unlike
the main collection of reports from Android Issue Tracker, the reports from NVD
are already classified, so it is possible to calculate the precision of each clustering
algorithm based on how many reports are assigned to the correct groups. Using this
set of reports from NVD, we evaluate each appropriate algorithm from popular data
mining workbenches Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA) [74]
and Carrot2 [60]. We then choose the algorithm with the highest F-measure and
accuracy that also has a reasonable run time. The evaluation has shown that the
best performing algorithm for our task is the Simple K-Means algorithm of WEKA
workbench, with TF-IDF term weighting method.
The selected algorithm, being applied to the main bug report dataset, identified
and organized frequent defects into 12 groups, including ten types of problems affect-
ing the user experience and two types of issues affecting developers. The three most
frequent issue types are found to be: 1) post-update crashes, 2) user interface (UI)
issues and bugs in UI development API, and 3) connectivity problems. The other
frequent problem classes relate to phone call handling, screen locking, networking,
keyboard input, email handling, and notifications.
As we can see, many of the frequent issue types relate to unique features of
handheld devices. The problems are likely to be caused by improper interaction of
software with underlying services, and such bugs are hard to detect using the tradi-
tional testing techniques. Because Android apps are written in Java and executed
on a virtual machine, we propose to use Java Pathfinder (JPF) framework, which
employs model checking, to detect such subtle issues.
Two existing JPF extensions already support the execution of Android appli-
cations: jpf-android by Merwe et. al [14] and jpf-pathdroid by Mehlitz [55].
However, these extensions run on a desktop computer, where Android libraries are
not available. The extensions partially model Android platform on the desktop, re-
placing non-crucial functionality with mock classes and stubs. This limits the range
of applications that can be verified to those that use only modeled classes; and the
quality of the model may affect verification results. Moreover, native methods are
not supported, because it is not possible to delegate calls to such methods to the
real Android run-time environment. Verification of Android apps is thus limited to
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the cases where all native methods of the app are covered by model classes.
We introduce an alternative approach to perform model checking directly on
Android devices. We implement a service, called jpf-mobile [54], that runs an
adapted version of JPF on Android OS. Executing JPF on a mobile device eliminates
the tedious task of modeling the Android environment. Furthermore, the calls to
native Android methods from the application under verification can be propagated
to underlying Dalvik (ART) virtual machine using JPF extension jpf-nhandler.
Additionally, the application under JPF can get access to device-specific features,
such as GPS and sensors, which are unavailable on a desktop machine.
We evaluate the proposed approach by applying jpf-mobile to a collection of
small programs that contain various bugs, executed on the Android platform. The
experiments show that the embedded JPF service successfully identifies the bugs
in these programs. We also demonstrate the successful verification of programs
that rely on native methods. Finally, we generalize our approach to a wider class
of Android programs, demonstrating how the support of native methods leads to
verification of real Android applications under JPF.
1.2 Thesis organization
The rest of the paper has the following organization. The next three chapters
provide background information on main topics related to this research. Chapter 2
introduces data processing and data mining, and explains the method of clustering
that we use to analyze Android bug reports. The next Chapter 3 describes Android
platform and idiosyncrasies of Android applications. The last background Chapter 4
outlines the existing methods of software reliability assurance, and introduces formal
methods, including model checking. The chapter concludes with presenting JPF, a
model checking tool used in the last part of our research.
The following chapters present the results of the research. Chapter 5 describes
the problem of data preprocessing when the data is only available as a collection
of unstructured texts written in a human language, and located remotely on a web
resource. The chapter introduces our tool Kayur, developed during the course of
this research, which is generalized and improved to be useful for other researchers
even after our work concludes. The following Chapter 6 explains the application of
Kayur to preprocess a collection of bug reports from Android bug report database.
The chapter describes the use of clustering to analyze the reports, and presents the
results of the analysis as a list of the most frequent Android bug types.
The final Chapter 7 introduces our approach to detect some of the identified
Android bug types using JPF. It first describes the architecture of modified version
of JPF that is capable to be executed on Android platform, and explains technical
challenges to implement such tool. The next section describes the experiments to
detect bugs in a collection of small programs from JPF distribution, executed on
Android OS. The last section of the chapter explains how the proposed approach
can be generalized for a larger class of real Android apps. The chapter is followed
by the conclusion and directions for future work.
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Data mining
Data mining is a process of extracting information from data. According to Witten
et. al [2], information is thought as a set of rules, or patterns, that reveals structure
of the data. Obtained information is used to gain better understanding of data by
summarizing it in concise way (generalization), or can be used for prediction of value
of a specific property for new data, as described by Sammut et. al [6].
The data to analyse can come from different sources, including databases, web
resources, and monitoring tools. In this paper, we apply data mining to data mainly
obtained from the Internet.
2.1 Web mining and information extraction
Textual information located on the Internet is usually designated for a human reader,
but as the growth rate of available data is increasing, more and more automated tools
are used to process such data to get insight about its properties or discover patterns
and trends. The application of (semi)automated tools to fetch and preprocess data
from web resources is known as web mining.
Although some web resources are designed to facilitate machine processing by
providing an Application Program Interface (API) to export data in structured
formats, such as XML, CSV, or JSON, on many resources useful information is still
available only in HTML format. This makes automated processing more difficult,
because, unlike XML, HTML tags do not describe the data they contain.
Because document structure greatly differs between web resources, one of the
straightforward adopted approaches to extract information was to write a stand-
alone program (script) for each resource using programming language such as Perl [18].
However, better methods were developed in web information extraction area, and
such programs were superseded with extractors (wrappers) that provide more con-
venient access to multiple web resources by allowing a user to describe unique prop-
erties of each source. Usually, a user of such tool needs to set up the extraction rules
for each data field [27]; the navigation rules to define transition between documents;
and the integration rules to translate extracted data into the desired format.
However, not all the extracted data are immediately ready to be used by a data
mining tool. Numeric data and various identifiers (names, locations) often can be
used as is, because they can be represented as vectors of numeric or nominal values.
On the other hand, texts written in human languages usually require additional
processing using text mining methods.
12
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2.2 Text mining and the vector space model
When data mining is applied to human-written texts, the term text mining is usually
used instead. Text mining has many important applications, including analysis of
stock reports, product manuals, business and normative documents [28]. It is also
proved to be useful for bug report analysis, including bug report classification [32,33],
detection of duplicates [30], and prediction of certain properties of software flaws [31].
The standard approach for applying data mining techniques to textual data is to
transfer the textual data into a vector space model. This model represents the text
as algebraic vectors in a multidimensional space, to allow calculation of similarities
between documents using linear algebra operations. The dimension on the vector
space equals the number of distinct terms (words) in a document collection. Each
document is represented as a vector with components reflecting the frequency of a
particular term in the document. Because original order of terms is lost, document
vectors are sometimes referred to as “bags of words”.
The values assigned to vector components depend on the term weighting method
being used. For the Boolean method, the value of a document vector component is
zero if the corresponding term does not occur in the document, and one otherwise.
For the raw frequency method, the value assigned to a component is the number of
occurrences of the corresponding term in the document.
The term frequency method differs from the raw frequency method in that the
assigned frequencies are normalized by dividing on the maximum number of occur-
rences of a term in the document. The most widely used term frequency / inverted
document frequency (TF-IDF) method considers both term frequency in the current
document and its frequency in the whole document collection. TF-IDF weights are
usually calculated by the following formula [7]:
wij = tfij  log Ndfi ,
where tfij is the term frequency of the term ti in the document dj, dfi is the document
frequency of the term ti, and N is the number of documents in the whole collection.
The resulting vectors form a document matrix, where rows correspond to doc-
uments and columns correspond to terms. The matrix is usually sparse, so that it
is often represented in a compact form, which includes only elements distinct from
zero.
When a collection of texts is large and contains thousands of unique words, the
dimension of document matrix can grow so large that its analysis becomes infeasible.
To decrease run time and resource usage of analysis, and to facilitate recognition
of similar documents, the number of words is often reduced using filters, stop word
removal, and stemming routines. Additionally, performance can be improved by
changing to topic based representation of documents. Each document is then repre-
sented as a topic membership vector, where the topic is defined as a group of words
that often appear together.
2.3 Applications of data mining
The application of data mining techniques requires the data to be represented as a
finite set of independent elements, called instances, such that each instance consists
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of a finite list of predefined attributes. In some cases, the list of attributes includes
a special attribute that assigns an instance to one of several predefined classes.
There are four main types of information analysis in data mining: classification,
clustering, association learning, and numeric prediction [2]. Classification is predic-
tion of class attribute for new instance using already classified set of instances known
as training set. The training set is created manually by an expert who carefully se-
lects representatives of each class. In data mining, this classification is sometimes
referred to as labeling, and the training set is called a labeled dataset.
Clustering is a process of dividing the set of instances into several groups, called
clusters, such that instances within a cluster are more similar to each other than
to any instance in another cluster. Clustering is often performed to gain knowledge
about the basic structure of data. It is a form of classification, but classification
approaches other than clustering also exist. If clusters are generated automatically,
it is often necessary to eludicate their contents by assigning description to each
cluster; this process is often denoted cluster labeling.
2.4 Data mining tools used in this research
Various free and commercial tools were developed to aid data mining process. In
this work we use a popular workbench WEKA 3.6.6, because it provides variety of
clustering algorithms to use, as described by Holmes et. al [39]. We also employ
another popular workbench, Carrot2 3.10.3, which offers three clustering algorithms
that can be applied directly to textual data.
Many WEKA algorithms require that number of clusters to generate be known in
advance. We estimate number of clusters using the hdp tool by Wang and Blei [62],
which implements Hierarchical Dirichlet Process (HDP; see Teh et. al [15]) to infer
number of topics in a document collection. The other problem is that WEKA
clustering algorithms cannot be applied to a collection of texts directly. We use our
tool Kayur to perform text preprocessing and prepare input in a WEKA-compatible
format.
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Android platform
Android is a popular mobile operating system originally designed for smartphones
and tablets computers, but now also used in televisions, digital cameras, game con-
soles, cars, smart watches and other IoT devices.
3.1 Architecture
Android is based on the Linux kernel that is optimized for mobile devices, and a
set of C libraries for lower level functionality, such as OpenGL and OpenSSL. On
the top of C libraries sits the set of Java classes, called the application framework,
which contains an implementation of OpenJDK and Android-specific classes for user
interface (UI) components and device features. The application framework is used to
develop and execute top level build-in applications such as “Contacts” and “Alarm
and Clock”. The same framework is used for all other third-party applications, often
abbreviated as apps.
To execute the built-in and third part applications, Android includes a Java
virtual machine (JVM), called Dalvik prior to Android 5.0, and Android Runtime
(ART) afterwards [63]. Unlike standard JVMs for desktop computers, which are
stack machines, ART is a register machine. It also can execute only one application
at time, starting and finishing with the application’s process.
Prior to Android 5, the most common application format was Dalvik executable
(DEX). DEX files are obtained by merging multiple compiled Java classes. This op-
eration changes the instruction set, and makes several optimizations, such as storing
the same constants from multiple class files only once. The bytecode may be further
optimized for a particular device, in which case the format is called optimized DEX
(ODEX). To speed-up the execution, Dalvik used just-in-time (JIT) compilation.
However, when Dalvik was replaced by ART, ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation is
started to be used instead of JIT. It increased the performance, because applications
are now converted into native code, and this process is done only once, during the
installation phase. To preserve compatibility, ART is capable to execute the DEX
format as well.
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3.2 Structure of Android applications
Applications for Android platform are developed using Java, but they have signif-
icant differences from desktop Java programs. A typical Android application is
built from one or more components, resources (text and media), and manifest files.
A component is either Activity (a window with UI components), Service (a back-
ground process), Broadcast Receiver (a listener to system-wide events), or Content
Provider (an access manager to program’s persistent data). All components, except
event receivers, are valid entry points of an application; it is different from desktop
Java programs that typically contain one entry point at function main. Components
are started by the operating system, and not by the application itself, and for this
reason they must be declared in a manifest file.
Besides the list of components, a manifest file contains application permissions for
specific actions on the device. The available permissions include access to hardware
(microphone, camera, GPS, battery), networks, personal data (SMS, phone book),
media (photos, videos), and a user account at cellular operator, in order to perform
payments. Manifest files also contain requirements to hardware, which are verified by
the operating system upon the installation, so that an application may be prohibited
to install on a range of devices.
Applications are installed in a private directory, which can be accessed only by
the operating system itself. The directory contains an instalation package, installed
files, and all private files created during the execution. This scheme improves secu-
rity, because other applications and a user cannot alter the program files and the
stored data. The possible interaction is hence restricted to legitimate actions using
UI and/or interprocess communication mechanism.
3.3 Interprocess communication
The components of an application can interact with each other or with components
in another applications1 using asynchronous messages, called Intents. Even when
they are used within the same application, Intents are never delievered directly, but
always pass the manager process of the operating system. The most common usage
of Intents is to start a new Activity (Service), send it the inputs, and receive the
result of its execution. Another important usage of Intents is to perform a system-
wide broadcast to deliever a particular message to all applications running on the
device.
Intents also provide a cooperation mechanism between Android applications. It
allows one application to delegate part of its work to another one that is capable
of performing that piece of work. In this case, the first application is paused until
the cooperating application finishes the task. An installed application is considered
suitable for such cooperation if it registered a component for the corresponding
action in its manifest file. If the operating system finds more than one suitable
application, it interrupts the execution and displays a dialog to the device user, so
that he or she can select the appropriate action. The application that wants to
delegate the work never knows in advance how many cooperating applications are
available; in case, where there are none, the action is usually aborted.
1With the exception of Content Providers, which forbid such interaction for security reasons.
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3.4 Mechanics of application execution
Android executes each application in its own instance of JVM. The underlying Linux
kernel futher enforces security by assigning to applications unique user and group
identifiers (uid and gid, resp.). As a consequence, one application generally cannot
directly access files or threads of another application. However, when required, it is
still possible to allow two applications to share the same gid, uid, and VM.
An application usually has one launcher Activity that is started by the operating
system when a user touches the launcher on the home screen. Applications can also
be started by Intents as a result of an event. After the application is started, it
usually proceeds by processing events, and its execution can be viewed as a sequence
of separated callbacks with no application code executed in between (unless the
program employs a background thread). The application can register callbacks to
process events produced by a user, the operating system, or another applications.
3.5 Activity lifecycle
UI applications consist of one or more windows, called Activities. Every Activity of
the application has its own lifecycle, as shown in Figure 1. Activity cannot change
its state by itself; this is performed exclusively by the operating system in response
to user or system events. Activity is notified when its state is changed. Some events
that change Activity state are listed in Table 1.
Created Started Destroyed
Resumed
Paused
Stopped
Figure 1: Activity lifecycle
There can be only one running Activity on the device that is in resumed state:
it is the foreground Activity shown on the screen2. All other Activities are either
stopped or paused. Any Activity that is not in resumed state can be destroyed by the
operating system to free resources. Moreover, even foreground Activity is destroyed
when a configuration change, such as change in screen’s orientation, occurs. Android
applications hence should often save the state and data to the persistent storage, so
that they can be restored in case when Activity is destroyed unexpectedly.
The operating system maintains an Activity stack, which is shared by all running
Activities. When an Activity is launched, it is put on the top of the stack, and its
state is changed to resumed, while the Activity that was previously at the top
becomes paused. Pressing the Back device button pops the topmost Activity off
2Since Android 7, multiple apps can be displayed simultaneously [50].
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Event State Transition
Phone goes to sleep (the screen fades) Paused ! Stopped
Screen is unlocked after sleep Started ! Resumed
Pop-up message appears Paused
User rotates the screen Destroyed
User changes device configuration Destroyed
Back device button is pressed Destroyed
Home device button is pressed Paused ! Stopped
Table 1: Examples of events that change Activity state
the stack; the previous Activity becomes resumed and receives control. When all
foreground applications are closed, the Activity stack becomes empty, and user is
presented the home screen.
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Model checking with Java
Pathfinder
In this chapter we discuss the problem of ensuring reliability of software. We start
with the review of traditional methods to achieve reliability, such as testing and
static analysis. We then introduce formal methods, and explain their advantages
and disadvantages comparing to traditional methods. The most attention is paid to
the formal method of model checking, which plays important role in our research.
Finally, we introduce Java Pathfinder, a software model checker developed by NASA
for verification of Java programs.
4.1 Traditional methods of software assurance
Ensuring that a software product is free from defects is an essential step of the
development cycle. This is usually achieved by static analysis, testing, and peer
reviewing.
Static analysis is an automated identification of various issues in the source or
the object code of a program; the program itself is not executed. Issues are mainly
detected by matching of the actual code snippets to a set of prefifined patterns, each
of which describes a particular problem. Static analysis tools detect a wide range of
problems, from those related to maintainability, such as poorly designed interfaces
or the usage of deprecated API, to more critical quality issues, such as a possible
run-time bug or security vulnerability. The popular static analysis tools are Lint
(and its descendants) for C language and FindBugs for Java [21].
Testing, also called dynamic analysis, is the evaluation of a running program by
supplying a variety of inputs and observing outputs. The evaluation is performed
by executing each test in the set, which constists of unit tests, aimed to verify one
particular feature of the product, and integration tests, designed to check interaction
between major system components. Testing can be based solely on the specification,
in which case it is called blackbox testing, or on the specification and the actual
implementation details (whitebox testing).
The quality of testing is usually measured by the metric of coverage. When
testing is applied to a software product, the following types of coverage can be
measured: statement coverage, which shows the percentage of program statements
covered by tests, branch coverage, which shows the percentage of covered conditional
branches, and path coverage, which corresponds to the fraction of covered combi-
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nations of branches. Statement coverage is the weakest metric, so that it is often
feasible to achieve complete statement coverage for a particular product. In con-
trast, 100% path coverage requires the number of tests that exponentially depends
on the number of branches, and thus is rarely achieved in practice.
In addition, it is necessary to test different combinations of inputs for program
components. Due to wide ranges of data domains, it is impossible to verify every
possible input (for example, complete testing of a simple multiplication of two in-
tegers would require 232  232 = 264 test cases). Nevertheless, good enough results
can be achieved by systematic patritioning of the domain of input variables. The
number of partitions depends on the type of data. For example, for integer values,
a possible partitioning is negative numbers, positive numbers, and zero. Once the
partitioning scheme is applied, the range of each input is reduced to the number of
partitions plus boundary values (see Figure 2). Testing is then performed on each
possible combination of representative elements from the partitions.
MIN_VALUE MAX_VALUE0
representative element representative element
x < 0 x > 0
Figure 2: A possible partition for integers
Peer reviewing is a manual inspection of the source code of a program by a
team of software engineers that has not participated in development of the pro-
gram. Although being a manual method, it is proven to be useful for detection of
implementation and logic errors, as well as specification and standards violations.
It also improves the quality of development process, as engineers that participate in
peer review share experience and best practices.
However, even thorough and systematic testing and peer reviewing do not guar-
antee that a system is bug free, because these methods verify only some, but not all
possible behaviors of the system. It is also not possible to estimate the number of
defects remaining in the system after the moment when no more issues are discov-
ered by testing runs [3]. A viable alternative is to use formal methods, which employ
mathematical apparatus to rigorously prove that the system is free from particular
issues.
4.2 Formal methods
Formal methods allow reasoning about properties of a system using mathematical
apparatus and computer science theory. They provide much more reliable results
than just testing, but their application generally requires experienced personel to
correctly set up and perform the verification process. Formal methods can be divided
into those of the manual type (using theorem provers and term rewriting systems)
and automated type (automated theorem proving and model checking). Despite the
name, application of manual methods often involves the usage of software tools that
speed up the process and enforce the correct use of formulas. Similarly, although
the verification process in automated methods is done without human intervention,
it is still necessary to manually prepare inputs and interpret results.
Formal methods are applied to a model of the target system, and verify that the
model meets its formal specification. The model must be simple enough, so that the
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verification can be completed in reasonable time, but also detailed enough to preserve
the system’s behavior related to properties that are being verified. Models are often
written in a specialized model language, such as VDM-SL [12] and Z notation [5].
The specification provided to a formal method is usually a set of formulas de-
scribing desired properties of a system. It thus differs from the informal specification
that describes an engineer’s task and system requirements in English or other human
language. Writing a formal specification is not only essential for the application of
formal methods, but is also useful to reveal inconsistencies in informal specification,
thus eliminating design-level flaws. It is possible to write both the specification
and the model using the same modeling language. Such approach allows using an
implementation of one level as a specification for the next level of refinement [3].
However, as formal description of the complete system is time consuming and
must be performed by software engineers that are also exprerts in mathematics or
logic, the use of formal methods is limited in industry. Such methods are mainly
applied only for critical system components, for which a single failure can lead to
intolerable damage. The model checking method is a notable exception with growing
acceptance in the industry, mostly for the reason of being capable to achieve reliable
results without the requirement of expert knowledge.
4.3 Model checking
Model checking is an automated formal method for finite-state systems. The method
was introduced in 1981 by Clarke and Emerson [41]. The attractive feature of the
method is that once the inputs are supplied, the method is completely automated,
which is an important factor behind its growing use in the industry. Model checking
has been successfully applied to a wide range of software and hardware products,
such as circuit designs, communication protocols, device drivers, security algorithms,
and real-time embedded systems [9].
The system to be verified is represented as a state graph, and the specification
is usually written in temporal logic formulas. The model checking algorithm verifies
whether the system meets its specification using an efficient graph search. The
output of the algorithm indicates whether the system behaves according to the
specification, and, in case of an error, displays the full sequence of steps that caused
the verification to fail.
4.3.1 State graph (the model)
In model checking, the model of a system is represented as a state graph (also
known as a transition system or Kripke structure [47]). A state graph is a tuple
M = (S; S0; R; L), where S is a set of states, S0  S is a set of the initial states,
R  SS is a total binary transition relation (8s 2 S; 9s0 2 S such that (s; s0) 2 R),
and L : S ! 2AP is a labeling function that assigns to each state a set of atomic
propositions true in that state.
The execution of the program is represented as a path x = s1s2s3 : : :, where
si 2 S. Although the number of states is required to be finite, a path can be
infinite, capturing infinite behavior of the system.
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4.3.2 Temporal logics (the specification)
The specification for the target system in the most cases is written using tempo-
ral logic formulas. A temporal logic is a formal logic that allows reasoning about
propositions relatively to points in time. Unlike classical logic, where a proposition
P is always either true or false, in a temporal logic the truth value of P may be
changed as time flows. This allows making statements such as “P holds eventually”
and “always P”.
The use of a temporal logic to describe properties of computer programs was
first demonstrated in 1977 by Pnueli [46]. Pnueli described properties of execution
using temporal logic formulas with unary temporal operators F (a formula holds
eventually), G (holds always), X (holds in the next state), and the binary operator
U (the first formula has to be true until the second one becomes true). The temporal
logic introduced in Pnueli’s work is now known as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).
Four years later Clarke and Emerson introduced another temporal logic, called
Computational Tree Logic (CTL), that represents time as a tree, each branch of
which corresponds to a possible execution path in the future [41]. It was the first
temporal logic used in model checking. CTL is incomparable to LTL, so that there
exist formulas in LTL that cannot be represented in CTL, and vice versa. To address
this issue, CTL* was proposed as a superset of CTL and LTL. As the processing
efficiency of CTL* is the same as of LTL, the latter has become less used.
The expressiveness of temporal logics makes possible to describe a broad range
of execution properties. The properties can be divided into the following types:
functional correctness (the system performs supposed tasks), reachability (no dead-
locks), safety (undesired events do not happen), liveness (desired events do happen),
fairness (events occur repeatedly), and real-time properties (time constraints are
met) [4].
4.3.3 Interpretation of the output
The model checking process ends in one of three possible outcomes: 1) a conclusion
is made that system meets its specification if no property violation is detected;
2) a stack trace and counterexample is printed, when there is a state in which the
specification is violated; the counter-example is accompanied with detailed steps to
reproduce the problem; 3) the model checking process ends prematurely due to out
of memory problem [4].
The capability to provide a counterexample is an important advantage of model
checking. The counterexample contains all the steps that lead to the error, thus
saving time and effort to determine the cause of a bug. This is unavailable for
simulation and testing, for which reproduction of the bug in some cases may be a
serious challenge. However, if verification ends with a failure, it does not necessary
mean that a bug is found. The failure may be as well caused by the flawed model
or specification; such case is called false negative.
4.3.4 State-space explosion problem
The main obstacle to wide usage of model checking in practice is the state-space
explosion problem: increase in number of concurrent processes and data values in
the system under consideration results in exponential growth of number of states in
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the model, so that it exceeds the available memory. I.e. a system with k processes,
where each process is modeled using p states, can have pk states in the complete
state graph. Much effort was spent to find solutions for this problem, and as a result,
two powerful techniques, partial order reduction and symbolic model checking, were
proposed.
The idea behind partial order reduction is to consider computational sequences
that differ in order of independently executed events as equivalent. Then the model
can be reduced by removing all but one of the equivalent sets of states. In symbolic
model checking, the model is represented using binary decision diagrams (BDD)
instead of classical adjacency lists. The size of the model is reduced by capturing
regularities using symbolic representation; moreover, the performance is increased
by switching to more efficient algorithms developed to operate on BDDs [3]. Addi-
tionally, models with many states representing different data values can be reduced
by considering shorter domains for each variable. For example, the queue or list of
an arbitrary size can be modelled as having the maximum length of two.
Application of symbolic model checking and partial order reduction drastically
increased the size of a model that can be verified from 104 states at earlier times
to 1020 states today. Using modified versions of the mentioned techniques, some
researchers were able to verify systems with more than 10120 states [3]. Neverthe-
less, application of model checking to arbitrary systems, and especially computer
programs, remains challenging.
4.3.5 Model checking versus testing
Model checking does not substitute testing. It is generally easier to employ testing
first to eliminate majority of bugs that are easier to find, and then apply model
checking to discover more subtle defects. Testing is also useful to discover bugs
that elude model checking when a model does not represent the system’s behavior
precisely, or when a desired property is missing in the specification.
It is often the case that some parts of a system cannot be effectively verified with
model checking. These are the components focused on data manipulation, because
data typically ranges over infinite domains [4], and components that have infinite
number of states. It may be hard to verify some components with a large number
of states, as the model may not fit in memory, or the checking algorithm will not
finish in reasonable time.
4.4 Software model checking
Application of model checking to computer programs is known as software model
checking. It is usually applied to multithreaded non-deterministic systems, including
embedded and distributed software, in which bugs are much harder to detect than
in sequential programs [22].
In concurrent programs, multiple processes are supposed to be executed simulta-
neously. Because the processor is able to run only one process at a time, operating
systems emulate this concurrent behavior by placing all processes in a circular queue.
The processes in the queue are executed one by one: each process runs a predefined
amount of time (usually, 1–100 ms), and then is put at the end of the queue. The
number of instructions that a process executes in the allocated time depends on
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many factors, and thus cannot be predicted. Similarly, the order of processes in the
queue is decided by an operating system component (the scheduler), and cannot be
controlled by the developers of a concurrent program. Under this non-deterministic
behavior, some type of bugs can manifest themselves only at rare scheduling con-
figurations, and thus are hard to detect and reproduce. Model checking can detect
such concurrency-related bugs by examining all scheduling possibilities of a set of
processes.
However, model checking cannot be applied directly to the source (object) code
of a program written in a usual programming language, such as C or Java. A model
checking tool is thus needs to derive a model of the program in a systematic way
from its implementation. As in traditional model checking, a model is represented
as a state graph. Each state may include a set of all program variables, the program
counter, and configurations of the stack and the heap [21].
The first software model checking tool, called Verisoft, was presented by Gode-
froid [24] for verification of programs written in C and C++. Since then, several
software model checkers for C language were developed, such as MOPS [25] and
BLAST [16]. The Java Pathfinder tool, which is used in this research, was intro-
duced by Visser et al. [13] in 2003, six years after the first software model checker
was developed.
4.5 Java Pathfinder
The JPF is a framework to find and explain defects in Java applications. Its core
is a virtual machine for Java bytecode that runs on the top of the system Java
Virtual Machine (JVM). The virtual machine is extended with capabilities to detect
execution choices of a system under test (SUT), so that the JPF can perform model
checking of a SUT by analyzing all its execution paths. The JPF distribution is
called jpf-core.
The JPF is not limited to model checking; its core functionality is extended with
modules (extensions) that handle symbolic execution, network communication, spec-
ification generation, UML chart modeling, and more. Below we introduce the most
important modules related to this research, including jpf-nhanlder for native meth-
ods handling and two extensions for verification of Android apps: jpf-pathdroid
by Mehlitz [55] and jpf-android by Merwe [14].
4.5.1 The jpf-nhandler extension
The jpf-nhandler extension [26] automatically delegates execution of SUT’s native
calls from JPF to the host JVM on top of which JPF runs. Prior to development
of jpf-nhandler, every such native method of a SUT had to be modeled manually,
which was a substantial difficulty for the verification of realistic Java applications.
The delegation of native methods works in the following way. First, the extension
identifies the methods to be delegated when a class is loaded in JPF. For each such
method, jpf-nhandler generates a wrapper method that comprises three steps:
conversion from JPF objects to JVM objects, invocation of the native method on
the JVM using JVM objects and Reflection API, and conversion of the result of
method invocation back to JPF. During the last step, the JPF representation of the
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objects used inside the native method is also updated, because their state may have
changed due to side effects [26].
The extension plays a crucial role in our research. On Android, input/output
operations, use of networks, interprocess communication, and even instantiation of
app components involve the invocation of native methods. The use of jpf-nhandler
for verification of Android apps is explained in Section 7.5.
4.5.2 The jpf-pathdroid extension
JPF-pathdroid targets Android apps for which the source code is not available. It
implements Android Dalvik VM instruction set to perform verification based on
bytecode analysis of apps distributed in binary dex and apk files. The extension
allows discovering generic defects, such as race conditions, in Android apps.
4.5.3 The jpf-android extension
JPF-android is a JPF extension to verify Android apps on a desktop machine,
outside of Android platform. The extension partially models Android environment,
including the message queue and Intent mechanism for interprocess communication.
Android components are modeled using empty stubs, smart stubs that preserve
side effects, and, in some cases, complex constructs that behave according to the
specification.
JPF-android allows verifying GUI-based Android apps according to a user-supplied
script that defines sequences of system and user events. Event handling mechanism
is similar to that of another JPF extension, JPF-awt, which supports verification of
desktop Java programs with GUI.
To set up the verification process, the extension reads a JPF properties file (.jpf)
that specifies the start-up Activity of a SUT, paths to the script and/or checklist,
and verification settings. If the name of an input simulation script is provided, it
reads the corresponding .es file, which contains a sequence of UI events (such as
a button touch) and system events (such as Wi-Fi connection becomes available,
or the battery is running low). To avoid false positives, the events are grouped by
the name of Activity within which they occur. If the script is not provided, the
sequence of events can be generated by JPF-android itself. Finally, the extension
reads a checklist (.cl) that contains user-defined properties to verify. The properties
have the following format:
rule name : conditions => properties to be satisfied
JPF-Android can detect deadlocks, runtime exceptions, and violations of user-
defined specifications, described in checklists. If a property violation is discovered,
it outputs the sequence of events that caused the violation. The translator can be
used to run this sequence of events on a real Android device using dynamic analysis
tool MonkeyRunner or Dynodroid to confirm the discovered bug.
Unlike JPF-pathfinder, this extension is being actively developed. The authors
of JPF-android are currently researching the ways to model Android environment
more accurately using information collected during app’s execution [11].
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Data preprocessing with Kayur
The research begins with the identification of typical bugs of the Android platform.
This stage of the research is conducted by analysis of patterns in bug reports main-
tained at a large-scale bug report database, Android Issue Tracker [57]. To analyze
the obtained data, we use a data mining method, unsupervised clustering. However,
raw data obtained from the Internet must first be preprocessed in order to be suc-
cessfully used in a data mining tool. We solve the problem of data preprocessing by
introducing our tool, Kayur [23], which greatly simplifies the process by minimizing
user input and supplying default values for most of the settings.
In this work, we use Kayur to fetch and preprocess bug reports from Android
Issue Tracker, and generate a bug report dataset ready to be used in a data mining
workbench. However, the application of our tool is not limited only to this research.
Kayur can perform quick dataset generation from a wide range of web resources,
and we believe it will be useful for many researchers in data mining field.
5.1 The motivation behind a new tool
Although web resources are different, some common patterns can be found in struc-
ture of information they provide. If we leverage these similarities, we may arrive
at substantial simplification of web mining application to a wide range of remote
sources. In this work, we argue that by imposing certain restrictions on web resources
and data, web mining process can be simplified, so that dataset construction step
can be accomplished quickly and conveniently.
First, we suggest that data to be analyzed are a collection of texts written in a
human language, so that it can be stored in the uniform format (see Section 5.2.1).
This allows the fetched data to be stored uniformly, which improves reusability and
makes possible to generate a dataset using subsets of documents that span over
multiple web resources.
Second, we focus only on web resources that provide a search engine to find
documents, and assign to each document a unique identifier. These conditions are
met by many resources, because a web resource that provides to a user a collection
of documents usually provides means to locate documents of interest as well. If
these conditions are met, the navigation between documents can be automated, so
that extraction and navigation rules can be simplified and their number can be
substantially reduced.
We developed an open-sourced tool, called Kayur [77], to demonstrate these
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Figure 3: Workflow of Kayur
concepts. The tool can be applied to web resources that satisfy the mentioned
conditions. It fetches documents from the Internet, translates them into the uniform
format, and stores the results in a relational database. Textual data of stored
documents are converted using underlying OpenNLP library [70] into a filtered list
of normalized words that are then represented numerically according to the vector
space model [8] with specified weight method. The resulting vectors are converted
into an input format of a data mining tool (WEKA [74], Carrot2 [60], or LDA/HDP
topic modeling tools by J. Chang and C. Wang [62]).
The tool demonstrates a shortcut to quickly generate a dataset for text mining
needs from web resources that satisfy certain properties. Kayur requires minimum
user input, has the most commonly used settings preconfigured, and provides the
intuitive user interface, which makes it useful even for people unfamiliar with data
preparation and preprocessing steps. By minimizing routine work, Kayur allows to
quickly proceed to the most important step of data analysis. The tool itself and its
source code is available on its home page [77].
5.2 Tool architecture and implementation
Kayur is an open-sourced cross-platform tool written in Java. It comprises: 1) the
information extraction (web import) component to fetch data from the Internet,
translate them into the uniform document format, and store the result in a database;
2) the text processing component to load documents from the database and process
their contents; and 3) the export component to convert the results of text processing
into formats of data mining workbenches. The complete workflow is shown on
Figure 3.
In this section, we first describe the uniform document format, and then proceed
to the description of each mentioned component.
5.2.1 The uniform document format
The structure of textual data to extract differs between web resources. For example,
bug reports contain attributes such as “status” or “priority”, while a firm catalog
has fields “firm name”, “location”, and “phone”. Because of that, data from different
sources are not usually stored uniformly.
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To simplify the configuration, storage, and access to documents obtained from
the web, we propose the uniform format that describes a document as having the
title, content, comments, date, and metadata. These fields are chosen to be ap-
propriate for most textual documents on the Internet. The first three fields are
designated to store textual data that need to be preprocessed before they can be
used in a data mining tool. The metadata field is a storage for all other parameters
as name/value pairs; it is designated for data that do not require processing and can
be used as is.
The main benefit of such format is that configuration process is greatly simplified,
so that it can be performed even by non-trained people. Another benefit is that
documents from multiple web resources are stored uniformly, and hence they can be
processed and analyzed together.
5.2.2 Information extraction
The information extraction from a web resource is the first step towards dataset
construction. This step often requires extensive configuration, as tools need to know
the location and type of data to extract, how to navigate between documents, and
what the structure of results is.
We propose a simplification of this process in the case when a web resource
has two properties: a) every document in the collection has a URL that includes a
unique identifier, and b) the web resource has a search engine to locate documents.
Many web resources satisfy the second condition, as they are oriented for a human
reader and hence provide convenient means to find documents of interest. The first
property is usually satisfied for web resources that allow to view each document in
a separate page.
If the mentioned conditions are satisfied, the number of extraction and navigation
rules that user is required to specify can be significantly reduced. Moreover, the
format of rules can also be simplified if the uniform format (discussed above) is
being used.
Navigation rules
Suppose that the first condition is satisfied, so that the URL of each document has
the form http://...id..., where id is a numeric or string identifier.
If an identifier is a number, then the navigation between documents can be
simply defined by getting next the document with an identifier incremented by
some predefined value. No extraction rules are need to be provided, and a user only
need to define one URL pattern that leads to a document.
When identifiers are strings, the list of available identifiers can be obtained using
a search engine of the web resource. A typical search engine provides search results as
a list of records that either lead to the desired documents or contain their identifiers.
These identifiers (links) can then be collected automatically. The only parameters
that user need to define is one extraction rule (to get an identifier (a link) from a
search result), and three URL patterns: for a document, the initial search page, and
a next page with search results. Table 2 summarizes the required user input for
both cases.
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Table 2: The minimum number of parameters to define navigation
Navigation Type Extraction Rules URL patterns
Incremental 0 1
Search-based 1 3
Extraction rules
Extraction rules specify which part of a web document is to be extracted. The format
of extraction rules and the way they are set up varies between tools; the rules can
be assigned manually or (semi-)automatically using machine learning methods.
In case of manual rule set up, the popular choice is the use of XPath-based
expressions, which denote the full path inside the DOM tree of a document to a par-
ticular node. XPath notation is especially useful for structured XML documents,
as tag names revealing the data being stored; however, for generated HTML doc-
uments identification of data by HTML attributes such as id and class is more
common. We propose to use the following notation that simplifies the manual input
of extraction rules.
rule ::= ‘[’ token ‘]’ j ‘[’ token ‘]’ rule j ‘[’ token ‘]’ ‘*’ rule
token ::= name j name ‘,’ type j name ‘,’ type ‘,’ index
type ::= ‘id’ j ‘tag’ j ‘cls’ j ‘attr’ j ‘title’
The type specifies the type of DOM element (defaults to ‘id’), and index specifies
its position among siblings (defaults to zero). The star symbol indicates that the
token denotes a set rather than a single element; all subsequent tokens are applied
to every DOM element in the set.
An extraction rule may be accompanied by a filtering expression that allows
omitting unneeded part of the data extracted from a DOM element.
Information Extraction Algorithm
Once extraction rules are specified, the web import component fetches bug reports
from a remote source in the following way:
1. If numeric identifiers are being used, the identifier of the first document to get
is read from settings; otherwise, the list of all available identifiers is obtained
by parsing search results.
2. The URL of the next document to fetch is determined by its identifier.
3. The web page with the given URL is parsed, and fields of a structure in the
uniform document format are filled according to the extraction rules of the
current module.
4. The structure holding the document is stored in the database.
5. The process is repeated until all available documents are processed, or a user-
defined limit is reached.
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Figure 4: Screenshot of Kayur (Text Processing View)
5.2.3 Storage
Documents obtained from different web resources are stored in the same database
using the uniform format. This allows constructing datasets using arbitrary sub-
sets of documents from multiple sources. Documents from different sources can
be selected for inclusion in a dataset based on a module identifier, date range, or
metadata.
To simplify initial configuration, Kayur uses the embedded Derby1 database,
which is initialized on the first usage. The tool can be configured to use another
database, such as MySQL, instead; the tables to store data will be generated auto-
matically (provided that the database user specified in the settings has all necessary
privileges).
5.2.4 Text processing
The text processing component performs a sequence of operations on the textual
data of selected documents to remove irrelevant information and improve recognition
of similar documents. Each operation is optional and customizable. The complete
processing sequence includes:
1. Initial filtering.
2. Sentence detection.
3. Tokenization and conversion to lower case.
4. Part-of-Speech (word class) tagging and application of stemming routines.
5. Word filtering.
6. Stop-word removal.
1https://db.apache.org/derby/
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The core operations of tokenization, sentence detection, and Part-of-Speech tag-
ging are performed using OpenNLP [70]. This library relies on binary model files for
English language that can be obtained from the website of the OpenNLP project [71].
Kayur includes two types of customizable filters in the format of Java regular ex-
pressions. The initial filters are applied to the whole text of a document to replace or
remove structural elements (such as “Bug description:”, “Steps to reproduce:” in bug
reports) and non-alphanumeric symbols. The word filters do not have replacement
functionality, and simply remove words that match a predefined pattern. They are
especially useful to remove measurement units, hexadecimal numbers, hyperlinks,
and file names.
The component includes custom stemming routines that are applied only to
tokens that are detected by Part-of-Speech tagger as:
• Noun, plural.
• Verb: third person singular present, gerund, present participle, past tense, or
past participle.
The stemming is performed accordingly to English grammar rules; irregular verbs
are converted to dictionary form by the (customizable) list of such forms. Because
the tagger can mistakenly detect other parts of speech as verbs, the converted word
is validated against the large list of all possible verbs from libmind library [73]. If
the result is not found in the list, the conversion for this word is skipped.
The last step of text preprocessing operation is stop word removal. Stop words
are common words such as articles or pronouns. The tool uses the initial stop word
list from MALLET project [72]. The list can be further expanded to include high-
frequency words of no particular importance (e. g., “bug”, “problem”, or “issue”).
The tool builds a cache to speed up text processing. Each time a new word is
processed, the cache stores the mapping between the word and its final form (or an
empty string in case when the word is to be removed).
Once all text processing steps are finished, Kayur saves a corpus structure that
contains processed documents, and displays a statistics window that presents a short
summary of the data. The summary includes pie charts for metadata, the list of top
keywords in the corpus, and length distribution of processed documents.
5.2.5 Export
The export component uses a corpus structure prepared during the text processing
stage to create an output file in the selected format with a specified term weighting
method. Kayur supports two integer weighting methods: Boolean model and raw
frequency, and two floating point weighting methods: term frequency and TF-IDF.
Kayur supports the following output formats:
1. Attribute-relation file format (ARFF) of WEKA.
2. Plain text format of LDA/HDP topic modeling tools by J. Chang and C. Wang
(only integer weights).
3. XML format of Carrot2 (only integer weights).2
2Vector space model is not used when exporting to Carrot XML format, because Carrot2 works
directly with textual data. The input file is created by composing documents from processed words.
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4. CSV format, supported by wide range of applications, including Microsoft
Excel and R [69]. An example of loading the exported file in R is shown on
Figure 5.
5. JSON format, which is supported by web applications.
1 data <- read.csv("/path/to/exported/file/dataset.csv")
2 View(data)
Figure 5: Loading the exported CSV file in R
A user can also set a rare term threshold to exclude words that occur in less than
a specified number of documents in the corpus. This is important for all text mining
tasks, as it greatly reduces the dimension of the resulting vector space, increasing
the performance of a data mining tool and reducing resource usage.
5.2.6 User interface and configuration
Kayur supports both a graphical user interface (GUI) and a command line interface
(CLI) designed as an interactive shell (read-eval-print loop). The capabilities of
both interfaces are the same, except that the latter supports scripts comprised of
valid Kayur commands.
The GUI consists of a single window with five tabs for: 1) the web import
component, 2) the text processing component, 3) statistics, 4) program settings,
and 5) the journal that contains log messages for the current session (see Figure 4).
The GUI is especially useful for initial calibration, as it allows a user to quickly
change and test different combinations of parameters.
Although the tool is preconfigured for typical usage scenarios, the GUI allows
tuning almost every step of the processing chain to suit particular needs. Web
import modules can be freely adjusted to produce desired results. The default
internal Derby database can be replaced with a stand-alone database such as MySQL
or PostgreSQL. Text processing routines can be disabled or their behavior can be
changed by using an external library instead (a call to a library method must be
wrapped by a class that implements the interface provided by the tool).
5.3 Case studies and evaluation
5.3.1 Example: bug tracking systems
Bug reports are invaluable source of important information for software developers.
Beyond a manual analysis of bug reports, there is also a need to process sets of
bug reports as a whole using text mining techniques, such as clustering, to discover
trends in software flaws.
Bug reports are usually available on web pages generated by bug tracking systems
(BTS). While most of BTS support export of the data into structured formats (XML,
JSON), there are also resources that offer the HTML format only.
Kayur allows to generate a dataset from both structured and semi-structured
web documents equally easily by providing only few extraction rules. Moreover,
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as BTS often use numeric identifiers for bug reports, the navigation rules can be
omitted.
For example, the settings shown in Table 3 are sufficient to generate a dataset
from the Gnome bug tracker3 based on a popular BTS Bugzilla. The rules use the
fact that this BTS allows to export a bug report as a structured XML document.4
A similar simple configuration, shown at the bottom of Table 3, is enough to fetch
bug reports from Google Android Issue Tracker, which does not support export in
a structured format.5
Table 3: Extraction rules for bug tracking systems
Data Field Rules for Gnome Bugzilla Rules for Android Issue Tracker
Title [short_desc,tag] [_,title]
Content [long_desc,tag][thetext,tag] [meta-container][pre,tag]
Comments [long_desc,tag]*[thetext,tag] [issuecomment,cls]
Date [creation_ts,tag] [date,cls][title,attr]
5.3.2 Example: opinion mining
Another popular topic that involves web mining is automatic analysis of user opin-
ions. Such analysis is useful, for example, for companies to understand how their
products and services are perceived [17]. Kayur makes it easy to create a dataset
from user opinions, as they can be stored as comments in the uniform format. As
an example, Table 4 shows extraction and navigation rules to build a dataset from
customer reviews on TV sets available at Amazon.
Table 4: Extraction rules for customer reviews at Amazon
Data Field Rule
Title [productTitle]
Content [productDescriptionWrapper,cls]
Comments [revMHRL][a-section,cls]*
[a-spacing-small,cls][a-section,cls]
5.3.3 Performance evaluation
The performance of the information extraction component is mainly determined
by network speed and bandwidth, and by the responsiveness of web resources.
For responsive resources, such as Android Issue Tracker, and the network speed
of 50 Mbps, the document preprocessing rate varies between 2 and 3:5 documents
per second. The rate is significantly lower for resources that forbid automatic data
fetching, because the delay up to few seconds must be set between subsequent ac-
cesses.
3https://bugzilla.gnome.org/
4https://bugzilla.gnome.org/show_bug.cgi?ctype=xml&id=[id]
5https://code.google.com/p/android/issues/detail?id=[id]
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The performance of the text processing component on a test machine6, with all
processing steps enabled and default OpenNLP library plugin, is 50 – 60 documents
per second. On average, the use of cache reduces the execution time by about 20 %.
The main performance factor is the NLP plugin in use, which can be replaced if for
a particular task the processing speed is not satisfactory.
5.4 Related work
TraceLab [29] is a highly customizable general-purpose framework for setting up
experiments in the form of a data processing tool chain composed of components
that are either built-in or created by a user. Compared to Kayur, TraceLab offers
richer text processing and visualization capabilities and is more flexible, as it allows
to arrange the components in arbitrary way to obtain desired data flow. Although
the functionality of TraceLab and Kayur overlap on the text processing stage, Kayur
offers the following benefits: 1) uniform access to any web resources that store
documents in HTML/XML formats; 2) a persistent storage for fetched documents;
3) a simpler user interface with predefined settings that minimizes time and effort for
preparing a dataset from an arbitrary web resource, even if it does not provide API
to get data in a structured format; 4) support of popular data mining workbench
formats.
There is a variety of stand-alone general-purpose tools to perform subtasks cor-
responding to those of Kayur’s components, but without being tailored for process-
ing of bug reports. Obtaining data from web pages can be performed by Apache
Nutch [76]. Text processing can be performed by tools based on powerful toolkits
such as NLTK [35] and GATE [36], or even directly in several data mining work-
benches, including Carrot2 that implements tokenization, stemming, and stop-word
and rare-term removal. Input files for WEKA and Carrot2 can be generated by
conversion utilities from other formats such as CSV or XML. The mentioned tools
can be arranged to work together to generate results similar to Kayur’s, but this
can be time-consuming, especially when dealing with multiple sources.
5.5 Summary
We developed our tool Kayur to speed up laborious fetching and preprocessing steps
that are often necessary for raw data obtained from web resources before they can
be used in data mining workbenches. The tool is aimed at a broad audience of data
mining researchers, as it allows them to obtain real-world data sets relatively easily.
It also can be useful for software maintainers that wish to analyze bug reports or
user feedback using text mining. As far as we know, Kayur is the only tool that
spans the whole sequence of steps needed for textual data processing, ranging from
retrieving data from semi-structured documents, over processing it, to exporting it
to data mining tools.
6Intel Core i5-3210M CPU 2.50 GHz, 4.0 Gb RAM, Windows 7 32-bit
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Identification of frequent Android
bugs
In this chapter, we describe the application of data mining for analysis of Android
bug reports. We use our tool Kayur, described in the previous chapter, to fetch and
preprocess bug report data from two web resources, National Vulnerability Database
(NVD) [61] and Android Issue Tracker [57]. The former is used to calibrate a data
mining tool and select the most suitable clustering algorithm for bug report data;
the latter is the primary source to determine the most frequently occurring issues
in Android apps.
6.1 Methodology
We determine the most frequent Android issues using a collection of bug reports
from Android Issue Tracker. We first process bug reports using the tool we created,
and then apply clustering to group similar bug reports. Each cluster is thought of
as representing a single issue. We infer the information about each issue using the
list of the most descriptive keywords in the corresponding cluster. These keywords
are words that appear often in a given cluster but rarely in others. We further
confirm or correct the description of each cluster by analyzing topics of documents
within the cluster, and, when necessary, by manual sampling of documents from the
cluster.
The clustering algorithm to be used is determined by evaluation of all clustering
algorithms on another set of Android bug reports with known classification obtained
from NVD. We focus on application-level issues so we elide issues related to devel-
opment (SDK) tools.
6.1.1 The input dataset
The input dataset consists of all bug reports submitted to Android Issue Tracker
in 2014, excluding the following: (i) labeled as “spam”, “duplicate”, “working as
intended”, “user error”, or “declined”, (ii) related to Android SDK tools (such as
ADB or AVD manager) and documentation, and (iii) questions and user suggestions.
The irrelevant bug reports were filtered out using the corresponding metadata fields.
The dataset includes reports describing both solved and actual problems.
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We use only the actual content of bug reports, as titles are too short to be used
efficiently by most of clustering algorithms. The comments are omitted as well,
because they are not always as relevant as the description, sometimes containing
off-topic talks or discussions about status of a bug report. Moreover, it is not rare
that the length of comments many times exceeds the length of the bug report.1
We used our tool Kayur, described in Section 5, to obtain, store, and prepro-
cess the collection of bug reports, and generate datasets in formats compatible with
WEKA and Carrot2. Each dataset is generated in multiple variants for each sup-
ported term weight model (Boolean, raw frequency, term frequency, and TF-IDF).
6.1.2 Evaluation of clustering algorithms
WEKA and Carrot2 provide several clustering algorithms, and it is not clear a
priori which algorithm achieves optimal results on which setting. To evaluate the
performance of different clustering algorithms, we first perform a test to determine
which clustering algorithms are more suitable for bug report classification. We use
a collection of Android related bug reports from NVD [61] for this cross-validation.
The class of a document is defined as its vulnerability type according to the CWE
classification.
We execute each clustering algorithm in classes to clusters evaluation mode.
When clusters are generated, each of them is classified (labeled) by the name of one
of classes under consideration. The label equals the name of the most frequent class
of instances within a cluster. No two clusters have the same label: if the name of
the most frequent class within a cluster is already used as a label for another cluster,
the name of second most frequent class is used instead, and so on. If a cluster does
not contain instances of classes of which the names are not already used, it is not
assigned a label; if such cluster is not of negligible size and can be easily merged into
another cluster, we manually combine these clusters before calculating measures.
To determine the quality of obtained clusters, we use the standard set of measures
that includes accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure.
Instances in which the class name equals the label of a cluster are considered
as true positives (TP). All other instances of the same class that does not belong
to this cluster are thought as false negatives (FN). All instances of other classes
within this cluster are false positive (FP). Using these definitions, we calculate the
following measures for each cluster.
• Precision shows how many instances in a cluster are of the same class:
precision = TPTP + FP
• Recall shows how many instances of the same class are put in the same cluster:
recall = TPTP + FN
• F-measure (F1) combines precision and recall in a single metric:
F1 =
2  precision  recall
precision + recall
1The length of some comments exceeds 65536 characters, that is the maximum allowed length
of LONG VARCHAR field of Derby database that we use as a storage of bug reports.
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The aggregate measures for a clustering algorithm are calculated as a weighted
sum of measures for each class. The weight coefficient for a class equals its size
divided by total number of documents in the collection. Algorithms with the highest
values of F-measure and accuracy are considered as the most appropriate for the
bug reports classification.
6.1.3 Bug report clustering
Unlike the case with the training set, we do not know in advance the number of
natural clusters in the Android Issue Tracker dataset. However, the number of
clusters to generate is a required input parameter for all clustering algorithms under
consideration, with the exception of EM.
We decided to set the number of clusters to the maximum reasonable number,
because a combination of small clusters of the same type is easier than further
subdivision of big clusters, for which the number of sub-clusters is still unknown.
The maximum reasonable number of clusters is considered to be equal to the number
of topics that a topic modeling tool infers from the dataset. We use HDP-based topic
modeling only to determine the number of clusters, but we do not model terms in
the documents as topics. This is because in our cross-validation step, topic modeling
produced only two topics, which merges too many issues into one topic for a detailed
classification.
The clustering is performed using the most appropriate algorithm that was se-
lected during the previous step. This algorithm divides the set of bug reports into
clusters, but each cluster is only a set of numerical values in a high-dimensional
vector space at this point. To make the result understandable for a human, clusters
have to be labeled (keywords or key phrases have to be extracted from each clus-
ter). Some algorithms include labeling functionality, while others do not. For the
latter case, we label clusters by considering the set of most distinctive keywords, by
looking at keywords that appear often in a given cluster compared to the average
frequency of that keyword among all clusters.
To confirm or correct labels assigned to clusters generated by a non-labeling
algorithm, and to gain insight into internal cluster structure, we discover the topics
inside each cluster by performing its further subdivision. To divide the cluster into
smaller named clusters, we use algorithm with good labeling functionality regardless
of its measures achieved on the training set. At this step, for each cluster we have
both the label based on distinctive keywords and the set of labels for inner clusters.
If this information is still not enough for clear indication of the topic, we also consider
the titles (and if necessary, also the text) of randomly sampled reports of a given
cluster.
6.2 Experiments
We first perform a cross-validation of various clustering algorithms and settings on a
labeled data set containing vulnerabilities, and choose the best clustering algorithm
to classify issues from the Android bug database.
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Table 5: Input dataset for evaluation of clustering algorithms
Group Documents Family/Class Name
total per class
1 1412 1412 CWE-310 Cryptographic Issues
2 140 140 CWE-119 Buffer Errors
3 99 92 CWE-264 Permission, Privileges, etc.
7 CWE-287 Authentication Issues
4 70 38 CWE-20 Input Validation
13 CWE-22 Path Traversal
11 CWE-79 Cross-Site Scripting
8 CWE-94 Code Injection
5 46 46 CWE-200 Information Leak / Disclosure
6 28 28 CWE-189 Numeric Errors
6.2.1 Evaluation of WEKA clustering algorithms
We evaluate six WEKA clustering algorithms: Farthest First, Simple K-Means,
Hierarchical Clusterer, Sequential Information Bottleneck (sIB), Expectation Max-
imization (EM), and XMeans. The remaining algorithms (CobWeb, CLOPE, DB-
Scan, and OPTICS) are omitted as not being suitable for our purposes.
The evaluation is performed on a collection of issue reports from NVD related to
Android. The collection consists of 1795 documents published from November 17,
2006 to February 22, 2015. The documents are divided into six groups according to
CWE classification. Each group contains documents of the same CWE family, and
includes one or more particular CWE classes, as shown in Table 5.
Our tool Kayur is used to process this document collection and generate three in-
put files in a format used by WEKA. Each input file corresponds to one of document
representation models: Boolean, raw term frequency, and TF-IDF. Each clustering
algorithm is executed with each input file, forming 18 possible combinations. Ad-
ditionally, for some algorithms such as Simple K-Means and Hierarchical Clusterer,
experiments are performed with different input parameters. For all experiments,
the number of clusters to generate is set to 6, equal to the number of groups in the
document collection.
The output of clustering is used to calculate accuracy, precision, recall, and
F-measure of the algorithm. The calculated measures are presented in Table 6
(measures for individual classes are omitted).2 In case when an algorithm is executed
with different parameters, only the best acquired results are shown.
2Three columns that contain precision are omitted for brevity. For Simple K-Means, the results
are presented for the seed that minimizes sum of squared errors within cluster. Other WEKA
algorithms were executed with default seeds.
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6.2.2 Evaluation of Carrot2 clustering algorithms
We evaluate all three Carrot2 clustering algorithms (Bisecting K-Means, Lingo, and
Suffix Tree Clustering (STC)) using the same training set as for WEKA. However,
we skip preprocessing step, as all Carrot2 algorithms can be applied directly to the
document collection.
Measures calculation for Bisecting K-Means is straightforward, but Lingo and
STC require modified approach for the following reasons. First, Lingo produces more
clusters than requested, and we observed that small clusters are often contained
entirely in larger clusters. To reduce the number of clusters closer to the number of
classes (6), we remove all such “inner” clusters.
Second, both Lingo and STC produce overlapping clusters. We transform them
to non-overlapping clusters by assigning every document that belongs to clusters
c1; :::; cN to only one randomly chosen cluster ck; 1  k  N . Because measures
depend on document assignments, we calculate maximum, minimum, and averages
of values obtained in 1000 executions.
Unlike Bisecting K-Means and WEKA algorithms, Lingo and STC may leave
some documents unassigned to a cluster. In particular, both algorithms leave 75%
of documents from the training set unassigned if term weights are not TF-IDF, so
we perform measure calculations for TF-IDF case only. The results of evaluation
are presented in Table 7.
6.2.3 Results of algorithm evaluation
To achieve better results in clustering bug reports from Android Issue Tracker, we
are particularly interested in algorithms with high F-measure and accuracy. Ac-
cording to Table 6, for WEKA these are sIB and Simple K-Means. Considering
the size of Google dataset, we choose Simple K-Means for performance reasons. As
the difference in F-measure for Boolean and TF-IDF model is negligible for this
algorithm, we will use TF-IDF as more commonly used term weights.
According to Table 7, we achieved relatively high F-measure for both Bisecting
K-Means and Lingo (w.r.t. Simple K-Means,  0:019 and  0:026 respectively). We
omit Bisecting K-Means, because it is an iterative clustering algorithm similar to
Simple K-Means that is already selected for experiments. On the other hand, Lingo
could be a good candidate for clustering bug reports from the Google dataset, be-
cause, according to Osinski et.al [48], it is designed to produce descriptive cluster
labels, so that the labeling step could be simplified. However, the Carrot2 docu-
mentation [60] recommends to limit the size of the input to be no more than 1000
documents to achieve meaningful results. The preliminary tests confirmed the prob-
lem: on the Google dataset, Lingo leaves absolute majority of documents unassigned
to any cluster. Although Lingo cannot be applied to Google dataset directly, we
use it for cluster subdivision during the labeling phase to reveal inner structures of
clusters.
6.2.4 Clustering of Android bug reports
We applied the Simple K-Means clustering algorithm, chosen from our cross-validation,
to the Android bug database. First, we preprocessed Android bug report dataset
with our tool Kayur. We specified TF-IDF model for weights, and the minimum
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Table 7: Evaluation of Carrot2 clustering algorithms on the training set.
Algorithm Accuracy Precision Recall F-Measure
Lingo (average) 85.6% 0.866 0.856 0.854
Lingo (max F1) 86.2% 0.878 0.862 0.864
Lingo (min F1) 84.7% 0.851 0.847 0.846
STC (average) 82.2% 0.771 0.822 0.793
STC (max F1) 83.2% 0.791 0.832 0.809
STC (min F1) 81.3% 0.752 0.813 0.778
Bisecting K-Means 87.9% 0.873 0.879 0.861
document frequency of words was set to 3. The output of this preprocessing con-
tained 6,878 non-empty documents with 6,034 distinct words, resulting in a sparse
document-term matrix with density 0.45%.
Using the preprocessed dataset, we prepared an input file for HDP topic modeling
tool. We executed the tool, specifying 500 iterations. It inferred 37 topics from the
dataset. We considered the number of topics as an estimate of number of underlying
clusters, so the number of clusters to generate for Simple K-Means was set to 37.
We executed Simple K-Means on the prepared dataset 100 times, varying the
seed, to find partitioning such that sum of squared errors within cluster was mini-
mum. Multiple executions were feasible due to relatively short run time of Simple
K-Means on the dataset (approximately 30 minutes). The partitioning with mini-
mum error consisted of 22 clusters of size greater than 50, and 15 smaller clusters.
For each of 22 clusters of medium and big size, we generated lists of the most frequent
500 keywords that were used for cluster labeling.
6.2.5 Cluster labeling
To label the clusters, we first identify the cumulative score Skwd for each keyword k
among all N clusters c1; :::; cN :
Skwd(k) =
NX
i=1
Skwd(k; ci);
where Skwd(k; ci) is the number of occurrences of keyword k in cluster ci. This allows
us to see the top overall keywords (see Figure 6) and also the average score of each
keyword across all clusters. In the figures, we normalize the score so the top score
in each plot equals 1.
Within each cluster, we subtract the average score of that keyword from each
score, to see how distinctive a keyword is. Some keywords, like “app”, occur fre-
quently in many documents of most clusters. We are interested in keywords that
occur frequently in a given cluster, compared to the average occurrence/score of a
keyword across all clusters. We use normalized scores Snorm by setting the maximal
keyword score in each cluster to 1, by dividing scores in each clusters by the maximal
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Figure 6: Top keywords among all clusters.
raw score:
Snorm(k; c) =
Skwd(k; c)
max
8k2keywords(c)
Skwd(k; c)
We use the relative frequency of keywords in each cluster so large clusters do not
automatically have a high score for most keywords. Based on these normalized
scores we calculate the difference in scores Sdiff between each keyword in a given
cluster c, compared to the average normalize scores in all clusters:
Sdiff(k; c) = Snorm(k; c)  1
N
NX
i=1
Snorm(k; ci)
Using this formula, we obtain the most distinctive keywords for each cluster; in
the plots, we again normalize the values for easier comparison (see Figures 14–15 in
Appendix B). We can see that the top keywords for the first cluster are quite generic,
so about one third of the bugs cannot be classified easily. For all the other reports,
we can assign each cluster to a topic relatively well based on the top keywords,
although there is some overlap between smaller clusters (see Table 8).
A further analysis of each cluster is performed by its subdivision using Lingo and
Bisecting K-Means algorithms from Carrot2 workbench. Additionally, adjustments
to initial labels were made based on the title and sometimes full text of random
samples. As shown in Table 8, we can obtain a meaningful label for each cluster
except for the first, largest one. The largest cluster contains about 38% of all issues,
and it cannot be readily labeled because it contains bug reports related to many
different issues.
6.2.6 Interpretation of the obtained results
Using the initial labeling, we combined the reports into 12 groups of issues. On
a high level, there are two kinds of issues: ten classes of problems affecting an
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application or end user directly, and two types of problems (API usage, testing)
affecting developers (see Table 9). While user-related problems seem to make up
the bulk of the bug database (54% of all issues), problems in libraries tend to affect
many applications, so that group should not be neglected solely based on its small
size. Our results show that software updating and handling unreliable network
connectivity are the two key concerns, which is not surprising as much research is
dedicated to these difficult topics (for example, see related papers by Xu et.al [37]
and Leungwattanakit et.al [19]). We think these two issues deserve more attention
in the context of the Android system.
The other important class of problems contains issues related to the user inter-
face (UI). Subdivision and sampling from the corresponding cluster revealed that
this class includes the following problems: overlapping, missing, or inactive UI ele-
ments; UI design flaws that adversely affect user experience (UX); and improper or
misleading translation for languages other than English.
Finally, issues related to phone calls handling and operation of screen and de-
vice buttons (Home, Back, Menu, Volume, Power) make the forth and fifth class
of important Android issues. These problems are unique to mobile devices such
as smartphones/tablets, and therefore require special treating, as traditional bug
detection techniques for desktop applications cannot be applied directly.
Table 8: Summarized cluster labels
Cluster Size Topic
1 2398 Miscellaneous
2 517 Recently installed app crashes. Various app development issues
3 479 User Interface (UI) issues. Bugs in UI development API
4 435 Connectivity (WiFi or Bluetooth)
5 325 Phone call handling
6 317 Software update
7 247 Screen lock/unlock
8 226 Networking (3G and WiFi) / Miscellaneous
9 199 Music playback
10 197 Testing
11 193 Original bug report was replaced by administrator
12 183 Keyboard input
13 152 E-mail
14 151 Notifications
15 144 Hardware buttons (back, home, volume)
16 143 Contact list
17 134 Application Programming Interface (API) usage
18 123 Exceptions/crashes in the Android API
19 91 Video playback
20 71 SD cards
21 61 Similar to cluster 18
22 52 Miscellaneous
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6.3 Related work
There are several studies of Android bug reports that use the same public bug report
database as this paper does. The good overview of such studies is given by Shihab
et al. [44]. Below, we introduce the works that identify Android-specific bug types.
Martie [43] discovered trends in bug reports from Android Issue Tracker [57]
and analyzed how they change over time. The authors used topic modeling with
LDA tool to produce 100 topics from texts of 20,169 bug reports (and 67,730 com-
ments) from November, 2007 to March, 2011. Each topic was characterized by
top four keywords, and the topics with high statistical variance over time stamps
were additionally assigned descriptive names. After further investigation, the au-
thors identified two important types of problems: runtime errors and graphic library
bugs. Based on fact that discussions about these bug types decline after release of
Android 2.3, the authors speculated that it solved many errors of such types.
Bhattacharya et al. [38] focused on security-related Android issues. The study
includes analysis of bug reports from Android Issue Tracker [57] up to January, 2012.
The authors identified relevant reports automatically using text preprocessing based
on the “bag of words” model with TF-IDF term weights. The categories of security-
related Android bugs were then determined manually by analysis of bug reports’
contents.
The types of bugs typical for Android third party applications were discovered
by Hu et. al [45] using bug reports for 10 popular applications from the Google
Code software repository [59]. The authors introduced eight categories of bugs:
Activity (UI) related bugs, event handling errors, dynamic type errors (runtime
type exceptions), unhandled exceptions, application programming interface (API)
errors, input/output (I/O) errors, concurrency errors, and program logic errors.
There are variety of works that share with this paper the approach of combining
data mining methods (classification, clustering) and natural text processing tech-
niques for semi-automatic processing of bug reports for other software products.
The usage of clustering for detection of duplicated bug reports was studied by
Gopalan [42]. The binary classification of bug reports into proper bugs and other
type of requests is done by Antoniol [32]. As in our study, the classification was
based on only textual contents of bug reports, although the application of text
preprocessing was limited. The newer study by Zhou [33] included into analysis the
metadata (such as bug report’s priority or status) and stressed its importance. In
our case, the metadata is used only in data preparation step (to exclude irrelevant
reports), as the Android Issue Tracker lacks metadata fields useful for identification
of the issue described by a bug report.
Pingclasai [40] performed similar binary classification of bug reports using a
representation of documents as topic vectors instead of considering them as “bags
of words”. This approach greatly decreases run time and resource usage of data
mining algorithms, as the number of features (attributes) per instance is decreased
from several thousands (number of distinct words in a collection) to few dozens
(number of topics). In this work we have a limited usage of topic modeling, because
on our bug report collection it merges too many documents into one topic for a
detailed classification.
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6.4 Summary
Using our tool Kayur to preprocess textual data from public bug databases, we
cross-validated various classifiers on well-categorized Android-related issues obtained
from NVD. The best classifier was then used to classify the main collection of bug
reports from Android Issue Tracker into 12 categories, out of which ten are related
to end users and two are related to developers. The key problems relate to software
updating and networking.
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Model checking on Android
devices
This chapter describes the results of the last part of the research, which intro-
duces our approach to apply model checking to Android apps directly on Android
devices [10]. For that purpose, we developed an adapted version of JPF, called
jpf-mobile, and confirmed that it successfully detects various defects in basic pro-
grams. This lays foundation for future work to detect broader class of defects in
more realistic Android apps.
We first introduce the architecture of jpf-mobile, which is an Android applica-
tion containing jpf-core and capable of loading JPF extensions. Next, we describe
how simple console programs can be loaded into jpf-mobile for verification. The
next section highlights technical challenges we faced and how we overcame them.
The following section on evaluation demonstrates successful bug detection in simple
examples included in jpf-core distribution. Finally, we describe how the proposed
approach is applicable for complex Android apps built from components such as
Activities and Services.
7.1 Architecture
The jpf-mobile project is designed as an Android application with a graphical user
interface (GUI) that incorporates the entire jpf-core as a background service. JPF
runs in a separate thread, so the GUI remains responsive while JPF is executing.
The overview of jpf-mobile’s architecture is shown on Figure 7; its GUI is
demonstrated on Figure 9. The GUI contains the main Activity that allows selection
of a SUT and provides an input field to pass arguments to underlying jpf-core1
when a user clicks the button to start the verification process. The main Activity
also contains a frame to display the output of jpf-core.
The project aims to make as few changes as possible in the source of incor-
porated jpf-core to make easier the transition to its newer versions. Therefore,
we preserved the original initialization phase that relies on site.properties and
jpf.properties. The configuration files and dependent libraries are bundled in the
app and are copied onto device’s hard disk upon its first launch (the arrow from
onCreate() on Figure 7). These files are placed in jpf-mobile’s public directory,
1More precisely, to the main() method in the RunJPF class.
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Figure 7: The architecture of jpf-mobile
so they can be accessed and customized by a regular (non-root) device user.
The JPF extension loading mechanism is also preserved. Extensions (currently,
only jpf-nhandler) are loaded in the usual way, according to a list in the file
site.properties. Because editing of textual files on a mobile device is less conve-
nient than on a desktop, jpf-mobile includes additional Activity that provides a
list with checkboxes to enable/disable available extensions.
7.2 Systems under test
Android supports two kinds of applications: regular Android apps with GUI, usually
invoked by a user using a launcher on the home screen, and console apps, invoked by
background system services or testing suites. The GUI apps are made of components
(see Section 3.2), and may contain services that invoke console apps.
The console apps are Java programs in ART-compatible bytecode format. They
can be executed with dalvikvm and app_process commands, as shown on Figure 8.
The dalvikvm command immediately executes the bytecode with ART, and can be
used to run simple Java programs that use core classes. Example test cases included
in the jpf-core distribution (BoundedBuffer, Racer) fall in this category. The
more powerful app_process command performs the complete initialization of ART
components, including binding of native method names. This command can be used
to launch complex Android apps, including jpf-mobile itself.
As desktop version of jpf-core is mainly designed for verification of command-
line Java programs, and support for GUI applications is added later by extensions
such as jpf-awt, we consider the same principle for jpf-mobile project. The project
is hence mainly aimed to provide model checking capabilities for Android console
programs and non-GUI elements of Android apps, such as background services.
Modern Android apps are usually developed with Android Studio IDE that uti-
lizes the Gradle build automation tool [51]. The build process comprises compilation
of java files into class files, conversion of class files into Dalvik executable (DEX)
1 dalvikvm -cp [jars] package.ClassName
2 export CLASSPATH=[jars] ; app_process [dir] package.ClassName
Figure 8: Two methods to execute an Android app from the command line
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format, and creation of Android Package (APK) archive from dex files and app’s
resources. To use such app as a SUT for jpf-mobile, the class files generated dur-
ing the intermediate stage of the compilation must be copied onto a user-accessible
directory on an Android device. A regular jpf file must accompany the SUT to
specify the target class, classpath, listeners and other properties. The copied app
will then appear in the jpf-mobile’s SUT selection dialog, and verification will be
performed according to settings in the jpf file.
7.3 Technical challenges
Challenges in the implementation arose from differences between Java runtime en-
vironments and resource management on the desktop and on mobile devices. The
most important issues relate to the differences in runtime class loading and low-level
system access.
7.3.1 Java version and the standard classes
The current version of jpf-core depends on Java 8, which is unsupported on mobile
devices prior to Android N (also known as “Nougat” or Android 7). As we aim
to make as few changes as possible in JPF, we decided to restrict the usage of
jpf-mobile to devices (or emulators) running Android 7 (and newer) rather than
achieving compatibility with Java 7 by replacing the code of jpf-core that relies
on Java 8 features. The latter choice would have introduced undesirable changes
not only in core JPF classes, but also in native peers [80].
The other problem is that some classes from the standard Java library are
missing on Android. In particular, the only class available in sun.misc package
is sun.misc.Unsafe2, which is supposed to be accessed only by Android internal
apps. Because jpf-core extensively uses the Unsafe class, we achieve the access to
it with Java Reflection API [81, 82]. The other classes from this package, such as
SharedSecrets, seem to be used only for performance improvements, so their use
is replaced with analogous constructions.
7.3.2 System libraries
During initialization phase, jpf-core requires access to all Java classes that are used
in a SUT, including classes from the standard Java library. The desktop version of
jpf-core reads the sun.boot.class.path system variable to get the Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) location, and then loads standard classes from rt.jar archive
included in JRE distribution. However, this variable is not set on Android, there
is no rt.jar file, and system libraries are distributed across several archives in
/system/framework/ directory.
Android libraries are usually stored in DEX or optimized DEX (ODEX) formats.
However, on devices running Android 5 and greater, the libraries can also be stored
in the new OAT format [64], which is based on Linux ELF format. It contains native
2The sun.misc package provides classes for low-level programming using Java API. In partic-
ular, the Unsafe class supports such operations as direct memory allocation, creation of objects
without calling constructors, and native thread control. The SharedSecrets class provides access
to private members of classes bypassing the encapsulation mechanism.
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code generated during ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation of Java bytecode, but also
incorporates original DEX files as is.
We currently supply system libraries as a jar archive that contains compiled
classes from the source code of Android 7r13. This temporary measure allows us to
avoid difficulties to support loading from multiple library formats and locations on
different devices.
7.3.3 Class loaders and class generation
To handle native calls in Android apps, we include in the project the jpf-nhandler
extension that delegates the calls to the underlying Java virtual machine [26]. The
extension uses Apache BCEL library [53] to generate and compile peer classes, which
are then loaded by jpf-core.
Classes generated by jpf-nhandler are loaded using the URLClassLoader. How-
ever, this class loader is not implemented on Android, and loading from class and
jar files is not possible. Hence, the only supported format for external code that
can be loaded by an Android app is dex.
To overcome this problem, we modified jpf-nhandler to use the same class
loader that is being used for jpf-core. The BCEL library is converted to DEX
format using dx tool, and is supplied as a runtime dependency. We modified
jpf-nhandler to convert dynamically generated classes into DEX format on the
fly using MiniDexer, a stand-alone Java class we created from dx components (see
Appendix C for details). For the complete list of changes in jpf-nhandler, see
Appendix A.
7.3.4 Heap size limit
Android imposes a heap size limit per Android app, which usually varies between
24 and 128 Mb and is quite small for the needs of JPF. However, this restriction can
be lifted by setting largeHeap property in the jpf-mobile app’s manifest. In this
case, once the soft limit is reached, the app’s heap size starts to slowly increase until
it hits the hard limit. The hard heap size limit is set for a device by a manufacturer;
it cannot be modified unless the device is rooted.
However, the hard limit can be adjusted for a standard QEMU emulator by
setting the corresponding system property. This allows us to allocate at most of
740 Mb of heap, which is enough for small and medium-sized apps (setting a larger
size results in errors due to a possible bug in QEMU [49]).
7.4 Evaluation
Performance of the current implementation of jpf-mobile is tested on the examples
included in the distribution of jpf-core. Each example is executed on a desktop
3The building process of Android OS produces multiple output directories with
different contents. For JPF initialization, we use two disjoint sets of Android
classes located at android_7r1_source_code_dir/out/target/common/obj/JAVA_LIBRARIES/:
1) core-all_intermediates/classes/ and 2) framework_intermediates/classes/. The
path to the archives containing the classes is added to jpf-core.classpath property in
jpf.properties configuration file of jpf-core.
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machine using standard version of jpf-core to record execution time and memory
in use. The example is then executed on an emulator and on a smartphone using
jpf-mobile. The obtained performance data is shown in Table 10. The successful
detection of a deadlock in one of the examples, BoundedBuffer, within an emulator,
is shown on Figure 9. All tests were executed on a desktop machine with the
following specifications: Intel Core i5-3210M 2.50 GHz, 4 Gb RAM, Gentoo Linux;
and on a mobile device with Krait Quad-Core 1.5 GHz, 2 Gb RAM, Android 4.4.2.
The experiments show that the performance of jpf-mobile is satisfactory for
cases with low memory requirements. The performance is degraded when memory
required by JPF exceeds the soft heap size limit. In this case, the app cannot
allocate all the memory it needs at once, but slowly proceeds with increasing the
heap size by the predefined value. If the memory required is below the hard limit,
jpf-mobile finishes quickly once the heap is resized. However, when the hard limit
is reached, the execution aborts due to an out of memory error, which we observe
for the “Dining Philosophers” example with number of philosophers set to six.
The obtained data also shows that jpf-mobile is executed few times faster on
an emulator than on a real device. Some examples with large memory requirements
(i.e. RobotManager and DiningPhil with n = 5 and n = 6) can be executed only
on an emulator, because the hard heap size limit set on the device cannot be easily
increased.
The integration of jpf-nhandler is tested on several examples that make use
of native calls to obtain data on the environment. For the Example 12 listed in
Table 10, we try to obtain the host name of the device. During the execution,
jpf-nhandler successfully generates source files for classes libcore.io.Posix and
android.system.OsConstants, produces .class files, and converts them into DEX
format. The JPF successfully loads the generated classes, and prints the host name,
localhost.
In Example 13, we obtain the size of natively allocated heap by calling the
Figure 9: The interface of jpf-mobile app
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1 import java.io.*;
2 import android.system.*;
3
4 public class AndroidOpenFile {
5 public static void main(String[] args) {
6 String path = "/sdcard/Android/data/" +
7 "jp.ac.chiba_u.s.math.jpf/files/" +
8 "testing/test.txt";
9 try {
10 FileDescriptor fd = Os.open(path,
11 OsConstants.O_RDONLY, 0);
12 System.out.println(fd.valid());
13 Os.close(fd);
14 } catch (ErrnoException e) {
15 e.printStackTrace();
16 }
17 }
18 }
Figure 10: Source code for Example 15 used for the evaluation
Debug.getNativeHeapAllocatedSize() method, which forces jpf-nhandler to
generate the peer class OTF_JPF_android_os_Debug. Unlike the host name ex-
ample, we use Android-specific API, so that the example cannot be executed on the
desktop version of jpf-core. Finally, we invoke an Android-specific native meth-
ods to print time elapsed since the device is booted (Example 14) and to open a file
in the read-only mode using low-level method open from android.system.Os class
(Example 15, Figure 10).
7.5 Verification of Android apps
Above we discussed how JPF and its extension jpf-nhandler can be executed on
the Android platform to verify small programs executable under Android Runtime.
The example programs are structured as regular Java applications, so that they
contain main() method, but, unlike desktop Java programs, they are executed on
the device and thus have partial access to Android API, as we demonstrated in
Examples 12-15 in the previous section.
However, a typical Android app usually comprises multiple major components,
such as Activities (windows), Services (background daemons), and Broadcast Re-
ceivers (event listeners). When the app is launched, these components are initialized
by the Android OS itself. Because several initialization steps must be performed
before the instantiation of a component, direct component creation inside main()
(for example, via calling Activity a = new MyActivity()) is not possible.
Our solution to this problem is based on the Android testing framework. To help
Android developers better test their apps, Android platform provides access to app
components inside JUnit tests that are executed on the device. We can analyze the
test execution process to identify and extract component initialization routines, and
place them in an utility method executed under JPF before the actual verification
of a SUT. This will allow us using app components inside main(), and thus it will
be possible to write test drivers for full-fledged Android apps.
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7.5.1 The Android testing framework
Android app testing involves two types of JUnit tests: 1) local tests executed on a
developer’s desktop machine with JVM, and 2) so-called instrumented tests executed
on a device or an emulator with ART. The former have very limited access to Android
OS features, because calls to Android API on the desktop are replaced with stubs.
Therefore, only the second type of the tests is suitable for the proper app component
initialization.
Android tests are usually executed from Android Studio IDE. The IDE uses
Gradle build tool [51] to compile the tests into bytecode, package them into a
single APK file, and copy it onto a connected device or an emulator. The IDE then
executes Am program4 as shown in Figure 11.
1 export CLASSPATH=/system/framework/am.jar
2 app_process /system/bin com.android.commands.am.Am instrument
3 -w -r -e debug false
4 -e class package.TestClass package.TestRunnerClass
Figure 11: Execution of the Am program by Android Studio IDE
The Am program initializes so-called Instrumentation, which provides access to
an object of Context class necessary to control app components [52]. After the
initialization, Am starts the app and invokes AndroidJUnitRunner to run each JUnit
test in the suite. The tests drive the execution of the app, which is run on the same
system process; the app is restarted after each test. When testing is finished, Am
presents statistics, which includes the number of passed and failed tests, and stack
traces for failed assertions.
7.5.2 App component initialization under JPF
The Am tool relies on undocumented, but accessible, low-level Java classes that per-
form native calls to gain access to system services that allow manipulating app com-
ponents. In particular, we are interested in ActivityManagerNative class, which is
a subclass of Binder, which manages interprocess communication (see 3.3). Another
important class used by Am is PackageManager, which provides various information
about installed apps, including the list of app components, their permissions, and
entry points.
We use the Am tool to verify that it is possible to properly initialize required
system services under JPF. For this we create a small wrapper program that contains
a call to the com.android.commands.am.Am.main() method with valid arguments
to run a test of a small GUI app. We install the GUI app on a device to make it
accessible for the wrapped Am tool. We then compile and copy the wrapper program
onto a device, accompanied with a jpf file that specifies its main class, and execute
the wrapper under jpf-mobile.
The execution of the wrapper program under JPF triggers the generation of
temporary classes by jpf-nhandler to propagate native calls to underlying VM.
For the most of the cases, jpf-nhandler is required to generate only a wrapper
4Am (Activity Manager) is a multi-purpose console Android app written in Java, included in
Android OS distribution. It is mainly used for debugging.
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class for each native method call. The generated class uses Reflection API to invoke
the native method and pass the result back to JPF. The example of such generated
class for the invocation of getContextObject() method of BinderInternal class
is shown on Figure 12.
1 public class OTF_JPF_com_android_internal_os_BinderInternal
2 extends NativePeer {
3
4 public OTF_JPF_com_android_internal_os_BinderInternal() {
5 }
6
7 public static int getContextObject____Landroid_os_IBinder_2
8 (MJIEnv env, int rcls) throws java.lang.IllegalArgumentException ,
9 SecurityException , NoSuchMethodException ,
10 IllegalAccessException , ClassNotFoundException ,
11 ConversionException , InvocationTargetException {
12
13 ConverterBase.reset(env);
14
15 Class<?> caller = JPF2JVMConverter.obtainJVMCls(rcls, env);
16 Object argValue[] = new Object[0];
17 Class<?> argType[] = new Class[0];
18
19 Method method = caller.getDeclaredMethod("getContextObject",
argType);
20 method.setAccessible(true);
21 Object returnValue = method.invoke(null, argValue);
22
23 int JPFObj = JVM2JPFConverter.obtainJPFObj(returnValue , env);
24 JVM2JPFConverter.obtainJPFCls(caller, env);
25 return JPFObj;
26 }
27 }
Figure 12: Example of a generated class to invoke a native method call
However, there are cases when a native method invocation involves the instanti-
ation and manipulation of objects of core Java classes (such as WeakReference) in a
way that is not permitted by these classes5. In such cases, jpf-nhandler generates
auxiliary classes in sun.reflect package using low-level class ReflectionFactory,
which is unavailable on Android. Providing a workaround for the cases when
jpf-nhandler deviates from the standard route of class generation is supposed
to be the last step required for the successful execution of Am inside the wrapper
program.
The execution of Am under JPF will guarantee that all Android low-level classes to
manipulate app components are properly initialized and thus available to be used in
app test drivers, and establish a solid foundation for verification of complex Android
apps under JPF directly on the Android platform. We delay the development of a
systematic approach for deriving a test driver for a particular app component for
the future work.
5In particular, when a class does not have the default constructor.
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7.6 Summary
We proposed an alternative approach to apply JPF for verification of Android apps
directly on the Android platform. The main benefit of this approach is that JPF
can now interact with the Android framework, so that delegation of native methods
calls to the underlying JVM becomes possible, which is an important step towards
verification of sophisticated Android apps.
At the current stage of the project, we are able to execute jpf-core on an
Android device or an emulator and confirm detection of deadlocks, races, and other
issues on the examples included in jpf-core distribution. We also observe the
correct behavior of jpf-nhandler extension, as the peer classes are generated, and
execution of native methods is delegated to a Dalvik (ART) virtual machine. The
integration of jpf-nhandler lays the foundation for the future work of applying
JPF to full-fledged Android apps, which can be accomplished by main() injection
using low-level system services to manipulate app components.
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Conclusion and Future Work
8.1 Conclusion
The main goal of this research was to address quality issues related to software for
Android platform, in order to arrive at more robust and defect-free applications for
mobile platform and IoT devices. The research has three main results.
First, we developed the tool, called Kayur, that simplifies the steps required to
analyze raw data available on the Internet. The tool provides a simple user interface
to fetch the data from arbitrary web resources in an automatic way, and generate
dataset files that can be immediately used by data mining tools such as WEKA
and Carrot2. The tool is preconfigured to be ready for use in the most common
scenarios, with flexibility to adjust each setting when needed. Kayur supports plug-
in architecture, so that its functionality can be further expanded. We made Kayur
open-source, and it is freely available at our web page [77]. We hope that the tool
will be useful for a large audience of data mining researchers, as well as for software
maintainers and other individuals interested in automatic analysis of documents
located on web resources.
Second, we identified recurring defects in Android applications using all relevant
bug reports collected during one year. We found that the most frequent problems
relate to network connectivity, software updates, and UI, so that additional atten-
tion should be paid to testing the corresponding parts of source code during the
development stage. We also discovered that large percentage of issues relate to fea-
tures of mobile devices, such as call handling and interaction with the touch screen.
Numerous issues in these components suggest that we probably require new testing
methods for these mobile-specific features. We think that our classification of de-
fects in Android software is helpful to raise awareness among application developers,
educators, and developers of software analysis and test generation tools.
Finally, we proposed the approach to verify Android applications under JPF di-
rectly on the Android platform, which has the advantage of utilizing the real Android
environment. This eliminates the need to model the environment on the desktop,
thus simplifying the verification process and allowing to verify a broader range of
Android applications. We proved the proposed concept by actually developing a
modified version of jpf-core that is capable to run on Android devices. This pilot
version was tested on basic examples, and it successfully detected deadlocks, races,
and other property violations. This forms a foundation to verification of full-fledged
Android applications.
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8.2 Future work
8.2.1 Improving the tool Kayur
For future work, we plan to make extraction rule input easier by implementing
semi-automatic rule generation based on sample documents. We are also working on
extending the range of available export formats by supporting Orange’s formats [75],
and including more term weight methods, such as ConfWeight [34]. Another goal is
to provide more ready templates for bug tracking systems and other web resources,
and examples of plugin usage to better demonstrate the functionality of the tool.
8.2.2 Verification of rich Android applications
The next goal of the project is the verification of small open-source Android apps
with background services. We plan to verify such apps by injection of the main()
method, which first calls our initialization routine that invokes native Android meth-
ods to provide handles to low-level classes that allow the manipulation of Android
components, such as Activities and Services. The initialization of these low-level
classes under JPF is to be performed automatically using jpf-nhandler. Using
these classes, for each SUT we can write a test driver that executes the core app
components under JPF, so that various bugs can be detected.
We also intend to avoid supplying Android classes from a particular Android
source code distribution, and implement a proper mechanism to load system libraries
on a device from DEX, ODEX, and OAT formats; as well as to provide workarounds
for memory allocation restrictions. Additionally, we plan to improve UI of the tool
to allow the modification of SUT configuration files from the app.
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List of changes in jpf-core
A.1 Source code relocation
To adhere to the project structure required by the Gradle build tool, several direc-
tories of jpf-core are merged according to Table 11. The following sections of this
Appendix describe all changed files for the components listed in the table.
Table 11: Changes in jpf-core structure
jpf-core jpf-mobile
1 src/annotations src/main/java
2 src/classes src/main/assets/jpf-core/build/jpf-classes.jar
src/classes/gov/nasa/jpf src/main/java
src/classes/sun src/main/java
3 src/examples src/main/assets/examples
4 src/main src/main/java
5 src/peers src/main/java
6 src/tests omitted
A.2 Changes in the “main” component
The values of environmental variables returned by System.getProperty() method
are different on desktop machines and mobile devices. In particular, JPF uses
user.dir and user.home system properties, which on the desktop point to the
current and the home directories respectively, but are set to point to the read-
only root directory / on a mobile device. To address this issue, every call to
System.getProperty() with arguments user.dir and user.home is replaced by
the call to a relay class that returns a correct value. The change affects the follow-
ing classes of jpf-core:
• gov.nasa.jpf.Config
• gov.nasa.jpf.tool.RunJPF
• gov.nasa.jpf.util.FileUtils
• gov.nasa.jpf.util.JPFSiteUtils
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Additionally, changes were made to the following classes.
Class gov.nasa.jpf.Config:
• In method initClassLoader(), the process of loading external classes is del-
egated from JPFClassLoader to dalvik.system.PathClassLoader.
Class gov.nasa.jpf.jvm.bytecode.EXECUTENATIVE:
• In method toString(), added additional checks for the local variable m, as it
sometimes takes the value NULL.
Class gov.nasa.jpf.listener.BudgetChecker:
• Because package java.lang.management is not available on Android, all us-
ages of classes from this package are commented out.
Class gov.nasa.jpf.util.ConsoleStream:
• Because package javax.swing is not available on Android, the UI class in use
is replaced with an alternative Android class.
Class gov.nasa.jpf.util.JPFSiteUtils:
• The expected location of configuration file site.properties is temporarily
changed to be inside jpf directory.
Class gov.nasa.jpf.vm.HashedAllocationContext:
• Because sun.misc.JavaLangAccess class is not available on Android, a work-
around is added to get stack trace elements without the use of this class.
Class gov.nasa.jpf.vm.MJIEnv:
• Commented out the unused and unavailable import of the following class:
com.sun.org.apache.bcel.internal.generic.InstructionConstants.
A.3 Changes in the “classes” component
Most of the classes in this directory are compiled and supplied unmodified in a JAR
format as an asset of jpf-mobile, which that exception of files in classes/sun and
classes/gov/nasa/jpf, which are merged with the main source code1. There are
the following changes in merged files:
Class sun.misc.JavaNetAccess:
• A public method is commented out as the return type does not exist on An-
droid.
Class sun.misc.SharedSecrets:
• The method that uses class JavaUtilJarAccess is commented out, because
the class is not available on Android. Moreover, the workaround is added to
get access to sun.misc.Unsafe on Android, using reflections API.
1Except classes/gov/nasa/jpf/SerializationConstructor, because we cannot inherit from
a final Constructor class on Android.
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A.4 Changes in the “peers” component
Class gov.nasa.jpf.vm.JPF_java_lang_String:
• Added a newMJI method getCharsNoCheck__II_3CI__V() to handle Android-
specific getCharsNoCheck() native method.
A.5 Changes in “examples”
The classpath parameter is added to each .jpf file as a temporary measure to allow
JPF to find classes of a SUT. For the “RobotManager” example, the configuration
is changed to ensure that a trace file is stored in accessible location. Figure 13
summarizes the changes.
1 classpath+=${config_path}
2 choice.use_trace=${config_path}/trace
3 trace.file=${config_path}/trace
Figure 13: Changes in configuration of SUT
A.6 Changes in jpf-nhandler
Class nhandler.peerGen.PeerClassGen:
• Added new method generateDex() that invokes a custom DEX converter to
translate generated .class files into DEX format.
• loadClass() method is modified to invoke generateDex() when needed; de-
funct URLClassLoader is replaced with dalvik.system.PathClassLoader to
load generated classes from DEX format.
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Top keywords in clusters
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Figure 14: Top distinctive keywords in clusters 1–8.
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Figure 15: Top distinctive keywords in clusters 9–22.
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The source code of MiniDexer
Figure 16 provides the source code of the most important part of MiniDexer, which
plays an important role in the modified version of jpf-nhandler. The trivial meth-
ods of MiniDexer are omitted for brevity.
1 public final class MiniDexer {
2 public static byte[] toDex(String name, byte[] bytes) {
3
4 DexOptions dexOptions = new DexOptions();
5 DexFile outputDex = new DexFile(dexOptions);
6 CfOptions cfOptions = new CfOptions();
7
8 DirectClassFile cf = new DirectClassFile(bytes, name, false);
9 cf.setAttributeFactory(StdAttributeFactory.THE_ONE);
10 cf.getMagic(); // triggers the actual parsing
11
12 ClassDefItem cdif = CfTranslator.translate(cf, bytes, cfOptions ,
13 dexOptions , outputDex);
14 outputDex.add(cdif);
15
16 byte[] outArray; // this array is null if no classes were defined
17
18 if (outputDex.isEmpty())
19 throw new RuntimeException("[MiniDexer]␣Output␣DEX␣is␣empty.");
20
21 try {
22 outArray = outputDex.toDex(null, false);
23 } catch (IOException e) {
24 throw new RuntimeException("[MiniDexer]␣DexFile.toDex()␣failure:␣
" + e.getMessage(), e);
25 }
26
27 if (outArray == null)
28 throw new RuntimeException("[MiniDexer]␣DexFile.toDex()␣failure:␣
null␣is␣returned.");
29
30 return outArray;
31 }
32 }
Figure 16: The main function of MiniDexer
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